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Marc Beramendi

Hello, thanks all of you for being here

Personal details
I'm just star by introducing myself.
My Name is Marc Beramendi, i'm 42 years old and i live in Barcelona in the
neighborhood of Sarri
According to our teacher i'm a bit posh.
My E-mail is mamendinua@hotmail.com
I'm divorced and have 2 children, a 9 years old girl an a 5 years old boy.
I would like to talk about me, I split my talk into 4 sections:
Firstly i speak about my academic background and languages,
Secondly i will look at mi work experience,
Thirdly about my interests,
And finally about my expectations and future plans.

Academic Background
Now let's start with the first point wich is mi Academic Background:
I did all my studies from primary to high school, in a french study center: the
Liceu Francès de Barcelona.
After that, I went to the university, in three years i was graduate in Labor
Relations.
Currently I studying here with all of you a vocational training in Tourist Guide at
this school, the Escola d'Hoteleria i Turisme de Barcelona.
In addition to this i also currently performing a vocational training to be a Web
designer and programmer.
In relation to the languages that i Speak, the Catalan is my mother tongue, and
i use the Spanish and the French languages like a mother tongue too.
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I Speak a little English, and i studding it now, at this moment, with this
presentation.

Work Experience
Lets Now look at my work experience:
•
•

•

•

From 1993 to 1999, i was teacher in a computer academy, Cepibase
Informática, doing classes to youth and adults.
From 1999 to 2004, i was manager in Humans Resources at Carrefour,
doing employees selection, planning the employees internal training,
establishing salary and creating compensation policies.
From 2004 to 2008, i was attendant in a new technologies shop, Sferic
Centre d'Oci, working as a seller, purchasing manager, setting prices and
among others thinks.
From 2008 to 2012, i working as a labor consultant, specialist in labor
laws in a Semar Consultora.

Interests
So, now, about my interests:
I'm fond of photography,
professional lenses.
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I also like the mountain and all of mountain's sports specially trekking, skiing
and rafting.
I returned, few days ago, from a trek in Nepal there i have done more than
3.000 photos

Expectations / Future plans
Finally I, would like to finish by talking about my expectations.
I have many plans for the future but the most imminent is to work in tourism,
first as an employee and then on my own, for example by guided tours in
Barcelona.
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